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Dear Sirs/Madames 

RE: CONCERN FOR LACK OF COMFORT AND ENERGY CONSERVATION IN 
HIGH-RISE RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS IN THE ACT 
Having lived in a high rise building in Belconnen for over two years, I have the following 
issues of concern for the Committee to consider. 

1. Most modem High Rise (HR) buildings in Canberra are built for sleek appearance, 
using a massive amount of pretty, glittering glass, and some have grand views, but 
provide no, or very little, sun protection or insulation for energy conservation. 

2. Strata Management organisations seem to be so powerful that very few 
owners/residents have the courage to challenge their rules and regulations which 
seldom take into consideration the needs and comforts of residents. 

3. Whilst buildings have to retain an appropriate appearance. Residents have the right to 
be comfortable. 

4. Only a few old style buildings in the ACT have canopies over the windows to prevent 
sun-damage. Forcing office workers and residents to cover them with blinds most of 
the day. Why have buildings with massive windows which cannot be used to enjoy 
views or to enjoy daily sunlight?, 

5. Water and energy conservation is not regarded in most High Rise residential 
buildings. 

With regard to the above, I can only speak from personal experience and from what I have 
heard other residents complain about who are mostly too timid to report the problems. 
We purchased this 'dual keyed' 100.7 m2 apartment on the 1 . as a better 
alternative to moving into a retirement village. My husband turns 80 this year and I will be 76 
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next month. Currently, we both enjoy reasonable health but know, from all the friends we 
have lost, that this situation can change very abruptly. 

We chose this location because, apart from its spectacular views which gives an immense 
feeling of freedom, it allows us to walk to Lake Ginninderra, a substantial shopping centre, 
theatres, Community Centre, Library, Senior Citizen Club, Medical Centre, Pathology 
Centre, and Imaging Centre etc. Therefore, even if we are no longer able to drive, we could 
still enjoy a good, independent life with use of a walker or electronic scooter would give us a 
good quality of life. 
Most retirement villages are NOT even within walking distance to shopping centres. 
Residents rely on a little bus to take them on outings or for essential shopping ONCE per 
week. 
The other reason for us buying a 'Dual Keyed' property (it has one shared entrance with one 
laundry, two one bedroom apartments, with lockable, fire-proof doors running from a small 
entrance hall). When one ofus comes to pass, as will happen sooner or later, the remaining 
person would not have to move. One apartment could be sublet to boost the lowered income 
or could even provide for a live-in carer, should that be affordable and available. 

However, the negatives ofliving here is the poor insulation of the building and the amount of 
electricity, water and gas that is wasted daily. We would like to see stricter building control 
on all HR buildings to reduce the drain on natural resources and preserve our environment. 
Our apartment has double glazing on one large bedroom and one lounge room window. Both 
those windows are West facing and have absolutely no solar protection nor eaves or canopies 
to shelter the decor from the sun. This forces us to keep them covered with insulating blinds 
from 1-8pm during the summer months. We have had one metre high white bonded 
aluminium louvres installed to the inside to protect our :furniture but the entire metal window 
frame heats up like a radiator. 

Even then, our West facing bedroom, with the air-conditioner running in the lounge room 
and, having a fan mounted on the comer to the force cool air in the bedroom, reaches over 
35° C in summer. Obviously, we cannot live in darkness and have to switch on lights during 
broad day-light. Ridiculous in this day and age! 

The huge wall-wall, floor to ceiling sliding doors to our North and West facing balconies, had 
no solar protection whatsoever. The sun comes in horizontal for seven hours per day during 
the summer. We immediately had solar film applied to those sliding doors, had the balcony 
railings lined with heat-resistant trellises, bought 2.5m high ever-green trees and lm high 
shrubs which reduces sun damage but takes up precious floor space. It causes a problem in 
the near future because the balcony floors are guaranteed to bear weights of no more than 
200kg per m2! 

We are not an isolated case! The Altitude, Oracle, Wayfarer and Kangara Waters suffer the 
same discomforts. Residents in the Cirrus and Republic buildings will suffer the same fate. I 
have only mentioned Belconnen but the problem is the same everywhere. 

A friend of ours bought a top floor apartment at Kangara Waters. He discovered after 
purchase that his ceiling is not insulated and only every alternate window has double glazing! 
He cannot use his balcony in summer because he is not allowed to install blinds. lln winter, 
the sun comes in so deep his lounge room carpet was perished within a year! He finds himself 
living in a cave-like environment most of the year! 
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Another friend at the Oracle, has a very large balcony but cannot use it at all because, as with 
all other West facing balconies, the sun beats on there for seven hours per day. We suggested 
attaching lattice screening to his glass balustrade but he has not been able to obtain 
permission for that. We have requested to have bonded aluminium louvre shutters installed 
on our Western Balcony at a cost of $8,000 to ourselves. Had that been installed at the time 
of construction, it would be less than half that cost which is very little on $500,000 -
$800,000 apartments (Ours cost $630,000). 

In all these cases, residents have paid for views from their living areas they cannot use, 
balconies where furniture becomes too hot to touch and therefore cannot be used. 
My other concern is the lack of insulation in hot water pipes in High Rise buildings. We 
waste 8 ltrs (I have measured this in a bucket) of fresh clean water each time we turn on our 
shower and 10 ltrs in winter. It also takes that amount of water wastage at our kitchen sink 
before we obtain hot water. That is minimum 16 ltrs of water per day in summer and 20 ltrs 
in winter. 

Therefore, eg. in a building of 400 residential apartments, that becomes 400 x 20 ltrs per day 
wasted per day and over a 30 day month that is 240,000 ltrs of good, clean water being 
wasted monthly for infinitum in just ONE residential tower. It just does not make sense. 
Insulating hot water pipes cost very, very little. 

I don't believe in complaining about anything without presenting solutions. I therefore 
recommend the following:-

1. Stricter building regulations are applied to High Rise building to use wide 
picture windows, enclosed to 1 m high from the ground instead of floor to 
ceiling. 

2. That HR buildings are built with canopies over all West and North facing 
windows. Or at least have 3 - 4 adjustable 25cm wide horizontal vanes (blades) 
installed at the top of windows to reduce the sun impact during the hottest part of 
the day. That would probably reduce the interior heat by 20% and save air
conditioning costs. 

3. That North and West facing balconies on HR buildings have compulsory 
movable louvre screen panels on tracks installed to prevent sun damage and 
make valuable balcony floor space usable. 

4. That it is made compulsory to have ALL Hot Water pipes in High Rise buildings 
insulated and water saving fittings are applied to all toilets, shower heads and 
kitchen taps. It would save our environment 

I realise that I will not live long enough to benefit from these improvements but I will 
continue my quest for public awareness to these matters. 
Yours sincerely 
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Mary C van de Graaff 
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